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1922 Horsham & District Match:  

Nothing directly to do with Cricket Week, but as part of their wider inter-action with 

the larger clubs in the county, Sussex CCC quite often sent County XI’s to play local 

sides and a late-season visit to Horsham seemed to be a regular feature of their 

calendar. The county XI that took part in this match was put together by popular 

wicket-keeper George Street from Warnham and contained some well-known names 

including Ted Bowley, Maurice Tate, Curly Roberts and Harold Gilligan. Others 

(Street himself, Colonel Jacko Watson and George Cox) had strong local connections 

[details on request if required!] with Horsham CC’s legendary groundsman Alfred 

Oakes also on board. The district side was captained by Horsham CC skipper Major 

Green and included Eric Puttock, an attacking batsman from Billingshurst, Horsham 

CC wicket-keeper Dr Dew (father of the much loved Dr John Dew), Cambridge-

University educated schoolmaster Oswald Wright, a slow left-arm bowler who 

played once for Somerset in 1902 and Rev Farebrother, vicar of Warnham and an 

enthusiastic cricketer for the village side there. To the surprise of many, the local 16 

actually won. ‘On a soft wicket and in dull weather’ the home side was dismissed for 

127, with Cox taking nine wickets and Tate four. However, ‘taking full advantage of 

the dead wicket, and a deteriorating light’ Wright and Farebrother ‘played havoc 

with the experienced batsmen...it was all over at ten past six, the district gaining a 

surprise victory by 20 runs,’ Wright taking 6/35 and Farebrother 3/13. ‘Considering 

that the weather was more suitable for football than cricket there was a surprisingly 

good attendance and the victory of the young players was a distinctly popular one.’ 

A collection was taken during the afternoon in aid of the new Hospital in Hurst Road, 

George Street raffled an autographed bat and in all, ‘a goodly sum [net profit was 

£37.10s] was realised.’ 

 


